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ABSTRACT

Annual net primary production and indices of community 
structure for Sweet Hall Marsh, a tidal freshwater marsh in Virginia, 
were determined. The total marsh community sampled produced approx
imately 755.16 g/m2/yr, with P<zddandACL vdAgdiidco, accounting for over 
half the amount. Other major producers were itC AAda OAyzodddA, 
Polygonum p u n c ta ta m , Ponte.de.xda condada and An.edZe.ma ked6ak .

Species diversity was highest in August. Both di.ve.rsi ty 
and the species distribution pattern were strongly influenced by 
elevation and the effects of the presence of shrubs and trees.

The community was found to be largely dominated by PeJLdOJldACi 
from spring through midsummer, but consequent die-back of this species 
allowed other species, namely L(L(LA6da.9 to increase in importance 
toward the end of the growing season.



INTRODUCTION

Investigations of primary productivity and community structure 

in tidal marshes have increased in number in recent years, mainly as 

a result of the discovery of their importance in estuarine. production 

(Odum, 1961). The abundance of extensive salt and brackish marshes 

on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the U.S. made them primary study 

areas, particularly in regard to productivity, nutrient cycling and 

species distribution.

Studies of freshwater marshes in general are extensive, but 

most have been done on inland, non-tidal marshes. Research in tidal 

.freshwater marshes along the Atlantic coast is almost nonexistent, 

due to their scarcity in comparison with salt and brackish marshes, their 

commonly small size and their soft substrates which hamper field 

activities.

Most of the few studies of tidal freshwater marshes deal 

with marsh classification. Studies in productivity and community 

structure are few; hence this investigation was undertaken. The 

objectives were to: 1) delineate plant communities within the marsh,

2) determine net primary productivity of the most common marsh species,.

3) determine species diversity with respect to time of growing season 

and .location within the marsh, and 4) determine interspecific relation

ships.



REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Productivity of marshes 

Salt and brackish marshes

Odum (1S61) reported SpaA&Lyia cULtQ.SlitLfiZofia production in 

a Georgia salt marsh to be approximately 2242 g/m^, and this high 

source of nutrients (the salt marsh) has since become the object of 

numerous productivity studies (Keefe, 1972; Hatcher and Mann, 1975). 

Most of the work has dealt with primary productivity of higher plants, 

although some authors have included macrophytic algae and phytoplankton 

(Udell jet al, 1969) and faunal relationships (Day et_ ad, 1973) .

Spa/utina. ciLtzsiyU.fiZosia, because of its relatively high 

abundance, has been the most intensively studied marsh plant, but 

considerable attention has been given to other species. In irreg

ularly-flooded salt marshes of North Carolina, annual net productivity 

of Juncii-S Jioe.me.JiianuA has been determined by Waits (1967) and Foster 

(1968). Standing crop values have also been reported for Spcuvttnci 

p<Xc21lo (Waits, 1967; Wass and Wright, 1969) and VZ&tZchZLk ApZccutci 

(Wass and Wright, 1969).

Primary productivity studies in brackish marshes have been 

conducted mainly for comparisons with results of salt marsh investi

gations. In Virginia, Mendelssohn (1973) compared three marshes—  

two brackish and one salt— in terms of productivity and soil and 

tissue nutrient concentrations, and Wass and Wright (1969) reported

2



standing crop values for various salt, brackish, and freshwater marsh 

species. Odum and Fanning (19 73) compared productivity of $>paJvtiviOL 

cynoSuAoZdcS in a Georgia brackish marsh with that of SpaAtZna  

dZot.CAn'L̂ Z.OACL in a salt, marsh and found that the latter equaled or 

exceeded the former. The authors hypothesized that even though S. 

cynOSaAoZdQJi spends less energy in osmoregulation, neither does it 

have the benefit of as much water-flow energy.

Freshwater Marshes

Productivity studies on freshwater marsh plants have focused 

primarily on PiiAag\n itc s  ajaStAaZds (=P. commands) and Typka, Za.tl,{yoZZa, 

Considerable work has been done in Britain, where standing crop and 

productivity values were obtained for PhAagivJdc^ and T yp ka by Buttery 

and Lambert (1965), Pearsall and Gorham (1956) and Gorham and Pearsall 

(1956). Westlake (1963) compared fertile reed swamps with other 

terrestrial communities worldwide and concluded that they are apparently 

the. most productive temperate communities, producing 30-45 metric tons 

per hectare per year.

In the United States, Van Dyke (1972) reported standing crops 

at different times of the year for. PkAagmiZcS and other plants in an 

Iowa marsh, and McNaught on (1966) investigated changes in T tjpkci 

biomass along a transect from North Dakota to Texas. Much research 

has been done in the South on various marsh and swamp species. Boyd 

and Hess (1970) recorded T ypka standing crop and nutrient levels over 

a large area of the Southeast, and Wass and Wright (1969) listed 

standing biomass for IZ za n Z a  aqaaZU.ca, LccAsZa cA yzo Z d cs , PkAagm itcs  

Ciii6.tAa.ZZ6 and NuphaA Z a tc a m y as well as for Typka,. Other less common 

plants such as J  a s 'tic ca , am cAicana and A Z tcA nan thcA a  pk-ilo  xeJioZdcs
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(Boyd, 1969) and EichoA.nZ.CL CACU>AZpc6 (Penfound and Earle, 1948) have 

also been studied.

Although extensive work has been done on single species or 

monotypic communities, few studies have been carried out in vegetationally 

diverse freshwater marshes. Jervis (1969), in determining community 

production in a diverse New Jersey marsh, found that the average
ry ry(9,50 g/m^/day) and maximum (20.94 g/mz/day) productivities were among 

the highest reported for natural vegetation. Good and Good (1974), 

also in New Jersey, obtained aerial and subaerial standing crop values 

for community types in a tidal freshwater marsh and found a general 

agreement with values taken from nearby marshes.

Species Pistribution and Community Structure of_ Marshes 

Marshes in General

Among the earliest studies of marshes are those which relate 

to the delineation of plant communities or species zones (Harshberger,

1909; Johnson and York, 1915). Penfound and Hathaway (1938) described 

11 comraunity types among 7 Louisiana marsh transects ranging in salinity 

from salt to fresh and listed presence and relative abundance of each 

species in each community tpye. Wells (1928), in a comprehensive 

study of terrestrial plant communities of the coastal plain of North

Carolina, described salt and freshwater communities as well as successional
\

relations. In New Jersey, salt, brackish and freshwater communities 

of Island Beach State Park were described and mapped by Martin (1959)

In Virginia, Wass and Wright (1969) gave floristic descriptions of 

a variety of aquatic communities, and Kerwin (1966) studied changes 

in community structure along a salt-to-freshwater gradient.
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Salt and Brackish Marshes

Research related to species distribution in salt marshes 

has centered on species zonation arid the controlling factors. In 

delineating zones of algae and seed plants in Cold Spring Harbor,

New York, Johnson and York (1915) concluded that factors which influence 

distribution include subtratum, currents, salintiy and water temperature, 

but primarily tide levels which, in turn, control evaporation, aeration 

and light supply. The influence of tides and marsh elevation on species 

zonation has since been well studied in many localities. Yapp e_t al. 

(1917) looked at zonation and plant associations in a British estuary 

in relation to altitude, and similar studies have been conducted in 

the U.S. (Miller and Egler, 1950; Adams, 1963; Kerwin and Pedigo,

1971),

Community structure studies in brackish marshes are scarce 

in comparison with other marshes. In Virginia, Mendelssohn (1973) 

examined community composition and species dominance in two brackish 

marshes and a salt marsh, while Flowers (1973) studied zonation and 

succession in two brackish marshes in Maryland and concluded that 

marsh elevation exerts the greatest influence.

Freshwater Marshes

As one progresses from salt to freshwater marshes, plant 

diversity increases dramatically; lateral zonation is correspondingly 

reduced (Gabriel and de la Cruz, 1974); and variation in species 

composition among marshes is thus increased (Martin, 1959). Causes 

of this variation are apparently numerous and complex, as Martin 

states that water table depth, ground water pH, ground water salinity
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and substrate composition revealed no gradient along which to arrange 

species variation in different marshes in New Jersey.

Community structure studies in freshwater marshes have not 

been as concerned with zonation as in salt and brackish marshes, since 

species zones are not normally as distinct. Van Dyke (1972) calculated 

species dominance and density values for an Iowa marsh, and Jervis 

(1963) named and described 10 communities in Troy Meadows, N. J. and 

listed physiographic, edaphic, climatic and biotic influences on 

community composition.



MATERIALS AND METHODS

Selection of the Study Area

Sweet Hall Marsh, the area chosen for this study, is located 

approximately 19 km from the mouth of the Pamunkey River, a tributary 

of the York River, Virginia (Fig. 1). It is the fourth of the eight 

major fresh-mesohaline marshes and swamps of the river, which include 

some of the most extensive tidally-flushed wetlands in the U.S. 

Geologically, the area is part of the fluvial depositional system of 

the coastal plain of Virginia (Onuschak, 1973) and is characterized 

by such features as marshes, flood plains and meadering streams.

The marsh consists of over 444 ha of undisturbed wetlands, 

including 29 ha of wooded swamp and 30 ha of water in streams at least 

15 m wide. There is also a 7.4 km border with the river, the salinity 

of which varies from 0 to 5 o/oo, depending on the flow (Marcellus, 

unpublished data).

The sampling area (Fig. 2) is located in the northwest sector 

and consists of four parallel belt transects which extend from a 

transverse creek to the wooded swamp. Originally, the transects were 

intended to extend into the upland woods bordering the swamp, but 

field conditions made this unfeasible.

7
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Figure 1. Map of eastern Virginia showing location of Sweet 

Hall Marsh.
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Figure Map of study area showing marsh, swamp and transect 

locations.
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Sampling Procedures

After a preliminary reconnaissance in February, 1974, 

transects and sampling quadrat markers were established with the aid 

of U.S.G.S. topographic maps and aerial photographs. Sampling began 

in late April, when the vegetation was sufficiently high, and continued 

monthly through October, when most of the plants had died back. During 

each sampling, a one-meter-square frame was placed on the ground over 

each of the 40 quadrat markers, and data were taken from the plants 

located within the frame. Data recorded included species present, 

number of individuals of each species or species density, average 

species height and species coverage. Where certain species existed 

as tussocks or clumps, such as PzZtCQld/LCL \.UAgd,YU.CCL and CaA&X 6&lictCL, 

the clumps were each counted as one individual. Species coverage was 

defined as the percentage of the quadrat covered by a species if the 

shadow of the plants were vertically projected on the ground.

During the season over 80 species were identified, both 

from sampling plots and from nearby areas and are listed in Table A1 

of the Appendix.

Near each quadrat was chosen a 0.1 plot of similar species 

composition in which all of the above-ground vegetation was clipped 

and brought back to the laboratory for determination of species biomass. 

5>amples were separated by species, washed, placed in paper bags and 

allowed to dry at 120°C in an oven. This unusually high temperature 

was deemed necessary in order to dry certain species such as Pd-ttcindfici 

and 'PofctadpJiia, which have a high water content, before they became 

covered with fungi. The dried samples were weighed by species to the 

neare s t 0.01 g.
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The above procedures were followed for each monthly sampling 

through September. A sampling was attempted on October 31, but too 

little living vegetation was left to ensure reliable data. Samplings 

during the late fall and winter months were not made because of the 

many duck hunters in the marsh.

Determina11on of Standing Crop and Net Primary Production
*

Standing crop of each species was calculated as the dry 

weight per square meter for a given sampling date. Although 37 plant 

species occurred among the 200 clip samples taken (40 per month), only 

standing crop values for those species found in over 10% of the August 

clip plots were tabulated separately, as the other species were too 

scarce for dependable results.

Annual net primary production for each species was equal 

to the maximum monthly standing crop value, and productivity for the 

total community was the sum of these values (Odum, 1960; Jervis, 1969).. 

Daily production rates were obtained by dividing the difference between 

two consecutive standing crop values by the number of days within the 

interval. Changes in dead standing crop could not be determined, 

since most of the species sampled were very fleshy and decayed rapidly 

after death; also, vigorous tidal flushing; tends to remove most of the 

litter from the marsh.

D e t e rm i n a tion of Species Diverslty

Species frequency was defined as the percentage of the 40 

quadrats in which a species occurred. This index, along with species
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density and species coverage, was used to calculate the following

indices (Curtis and McIntosh, .1950; Phillips, 1959) :

Species frequency
Relative frequency = —-------------------------------------- X 100

Sum of frequency values for all species

Number of individuals of the species
Relative density = ------ -------- — ------------------- X 100

Number of individuals of all species

Species coverage ,
Relative dominance = ------------- ;     X 100

Sum of coverage values for all species

The species importance value (Curtis and McIntosh, 1951) was defined

as the sum of these three indices. The importance values were then

substituted into the Shannon-Weaver (1949) formula

H = -EPj log V±

where II represents the index of diversity, and is equal to the 

importance probability or the species importance value divided by the 

total of importance values.

The diversity index was calculated for each monthly sampling

and also for each quadrat in each sampling; thus changes in diversity

could be observed both temporally and spatially.

Index of Sociability

The tendency of a species to have a clumped or contagious 

distribution is expressed by the index of sociability (Whitford, 1949; 

Daubenmire, 1968), which is obtained by dividing the species frequency, 

expressed as a decimal, into the species density. A high index 

indicates a high degree of aggregation, and a low index indicates a 

more random or regular distribution. The index of sociability was



calculated for all 37 quadrat species for each sampling date, and 

averages for the season were taken.

Index of Similarity and Clustering Methods

The index of similarity or Sorenson's index (Kontkanen,

1957) was used as a measure of the association between two species 

and is calculated as follows:

QS = ------- X 100a + b

where

QS = Sorenson's index 
a = Number of quadrats in which species A occurred
b = Number of quadrats in which species B occurred
c. = Number of quadrats in which both species occurred

This index was calculated for all possible comiinations of

the 10 most common species during the August sampling. Clustering was

then performed using the weighted pair-group method (Sokal and Sneath,

1963), and a dendrogram was constructed.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

General Observations

In Sweet Hall Marsh there exists, in addition to open marsh, 

an extensive area composed of both herbaceous and woody vegetation, 

referred to as swamp in this paper. Within the-swamp, tx̂ o, and 

possibly three communities were recognized. The mature swamp borders 

the fastlands and is a den.se---canop.ied community in summer, consisting 

of large trees such as NySAa, Ac.£A and bsiG.XA.nuA; an understory of 

i'AbuSimim, S tnL tax, MysvLcCL and CostnuA; and an herbaceous flora similar 

to that of the open marsh. The substrate of this community is typically 

a very soft muck and at high tide is usually covered with several 

centimeters of water. A second swamp community borders the open marsh 

in certain areas and is less densely populated by trees and shrubs than 

the mature swamp. Mostly small individuals of AddH, Rh.uA and 1/ZbuSinuni 

comprise the woody flora of this second swamp type, with the herbaceous 

vegetation consisting of O&munda si&qoI aA , JmpcvtiQ.nA aip&nAxA, PoZtjgonum 

OJbL£oZx.Lurtf I ypha  anguAstioZa.QL and other open marsh species. The 

substrate of this community is also very soft but is considerably 

covered by solid tussocks of OAniiiyida and interwoven with roots of 

trees and shrubs. A possible third type of swamp community is the 

acetone between the swamp and the open marsh. However, the flora of 

this region is largely a mixture of the swamp and marsh floras and 

thus may not be distinctive enough to classify the area as a separate 

community.

14



The effects of trees and shrubs on herbaceous marsh vege

tation are generally unknown, but several obvious influences were 

observed during the course of this study. In 1974, new shoots of 

PeZZtindACL appeared in Sx̂ eet Hall Marsh as early as February 13 and 

averaged 8 cm in height by March 28, with the tallest individuals 

growing in the swamp and on creek banks. The pattern of tall Pe.Ztcu'ldsia 

in the swamp was prevalent throughout the growing season and extended 

to other species as well. It was observed that nearly all herbs in 

the swamp sprouted earlier, flowered earlier and appeared greener and 

more robust than those growing in the open marsh. The reasons for 

this are not clear, but it is possibly related to shading or increased 

fertility of the soil from decaying leaves and wood.

Factors affecting vigorous grox-7th of PzZtcindACl on creek banks 

may be related to those which promote the similar growth of tall 

S p a J itu ia OLrk/cti{)ZoSLCL in salt marshes (Romig, 1973) , the main factor 

being high amounts of dissolved oxygen in the soil \\7ater. Romig 

hypothesized that creek bank aeration and drainage is due not only to 

nearness to the tidal creek, but also to burrowing crabs such as Ucci, 

■which are very abundant in Sweet Hall Marsh.

The trees were generally not as tall as those of the nearby 

uplands, and this difference can be detected from aerial photographs. 

Trie deciduous woody plants also lost their leaves earlier in the fall 

than did their upland counterparts, and thus the two regions could be 

easily distinguished from a distance at that time of the year.
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Productivity Analysis

Results of the standing crop and productivity determinations 

are-shown in Table 1 and Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6; clip frequencies are 

listed in Table A2 of the Appendix. Productivity and standing crop 

for Pe.Jttayi.dACL were so high in relation to other plants that it was 

necessary to graph P&Zjt&YlcUiCL in separate figures with compressed 

vertical axes (Figs. 3 and 5) so that the curves of the less pro

ductive species could be analyzed. The production rate was assumed 

to be zero at the initial sampling, although some production, 

especially in Pd.ttaild^i.ay undoubtedly took place before that date.

It can be seen from Fig. 3 that even though the curve for 

the standing crop of the total community is a resultant of the 37 

species sampled, the shape of the curve is largely influenced by 

Pz&tandSUL, Which accounted for 53% (396.72 g/nk'/yr) of the total 

Comoro ni.t:y production. Apparently, the environmental conditions found 

in Sweet Hall Marsh are very nearly the optimum conditions for 

PeZtandfia., as few of the clip samples did not contain at least one 

individual.

P ztta n d A a , PowtzdoJvia dOKdata and Lo,2JU^ia osiLjzo-id.<t6 are the 

only common plants which produced at high rates during May and. the 

early part of June, with most of the others reaching their highest 

peaks in August (Figs. 5 and 6). A few species such as LzQAA'LCL,

An2AJt<Lmai k&Lsak and PoZ/jgonu/n aAsLfioZium experienced a secondary rise 

in their production rates during late July and early August after a 

previous productive period in May. Possible causes of these twin peaks 

are changes in competition among species during the season, the 

production of flowers and fruits later in the season, and the ability 

of certain species to produce new foliage after the first leaves have
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Comparison of changes in standing crop biomass among 

l.e.eAA'La. 0A.yz0'Ldn&, PeJttancUui v,iAg-ivu.ca and the total 

p1an t c ommun i ty.
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Figure 4 Comparison of changes in standing crop biomass among 

the seven most productive species, excluding V&JttcuxdAa 

v-tAgZnlca.
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Figure 5. Comparison of changes in daily production rate among 

Le.a/ui.a oJiyzoZde.A, V o lta n d xa  'JAjighvLca. and the total 

plant community.
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Figure Comparison of changes in daily production rate among 

the seven most productive species, excluding VoJL£.CL\idACL 

\UAQ-UU..C,€i,
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died (Wass and Wright:, 1969). A fourth cause hypothesized by Penfound 

(1956) may be differential changes in rates of photosynthesis and 

respiration. During the hot summer, photosynthesis decreases, 

respiration increases and productivity therefore decreases. In late 

summer and fall, the trend is reversed, hence a secondary production 

peak. Similar phenomena have been observed by Waits (1967), Boyd 

(1970) and Mendelssohn (1973) , in which freshwater marsh production 

has been observed to peak in spring and early summer. Earlier pro

ductivity maxima for PaZXcmd/LCL, PGiitdd?JiZ& and LdQAAZa. could also 

possibly be due to initial translocation of material stored under

ground during the winter to the new aerial shoots, a phenomenon known 

to occur in 7ijphci (Jervis, 1969). The productivity peaks of these 

early producers and those of the other plants cause the productivity 

curve to be consequently two-peaked (Fig. 5).

Maximum standing crops, for the most part, occurred in late 

August and early September, exceptions being VdZXaMdkCL and PoyiX.QjI&'lLcl, 

which peaked in July; kVKUJLQJnCJL, which peaked in mid-August; and 

PoZifgonum p u n c td tu m , which reached a maximum In late September. 

PzZtiwdfLCL, as mentioned previously, was one of the first species to 

produce new growth in the spring; this is evidenced by the fact that 

as early as May 1 the plant had already produced a. standing crop of 

279.37 g/m^ or over 80% of the total community standing crop at that 

time. Before reaching its maximum in July, PonZdddXid had a consistent 

higher standing crop than LddJtSZd, which kept producing until 

September. PoyvtdddJiZd later reached a secondary peak in September, 

probably because of decreasing competition with ’PeJZtayldACL, which grows 

in a similar habitat. The community as a whole produced a maximum
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standing crop of 755. 16 g/rn̂  during the latter half of August, and 

production then fell sharply, until by later October and.early 

November the remaining living crop was negligible.

Primary production in freshwater marshes has been investigated 

by numerous authors (see. REVIEW OF LITERATURE) , but comparatively 

few productivity values of the species listed in Table 1 have been 

reported. The main reason is probably the fact that in freshwater 

marshes it is often difficult to obtain monospecific samples, especially 

of the rarer species, in sufficient quantity to arrive at reliable 

standing crop estimates. Despite the obvious dominance of VoJJiandfLCl 

in this study, it accounted for only half of the. total community pro

duction (Table 1). The surrounding plant community greatly influences 

the productivity of the species, since 396.72 g/m^/yr annual production 

for ?dltayid/za would be less than the productivity of the species obtained 

from a pure Po.-it.CVdd/LCi stand. As an. example, Jervis (1969) reported 

fLfprlCL annual production values ranging from 44 g/m^ in the sedge-shrub 

community to 1566 g/m~ in the less competitive cattail community.

It is for this reason that productivity values of individual 

species in heterogeneous freshwater marshes are often only useful when 

compared with values derived from other marshes of similar community 

structure. Therefore, it appears more logical to consider total 

community production of freshwater mixed communities when analyzing 

the productivity of marshes of this type. This contrasts with salt 

marshes, where species usually grow in pure stands, the productivities 

of which can be compared with those of pure stands of the same species 

elsewhere.
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Annual net production of the community studied in Sweet
OHall Marsh was 755.16 g/m , which falls into the productivity range 

of 672 to 1121 g/m^ for freshwater mixed communities in Virginia 

(Silberhorn _et_ _al, 1974). In comparison, Jervis (1969) reported
ry1491.69 g/m /yr for his sedge swale community in New Jersey. Sweet

Hall Marsh is located farther south and has a longer growing season

but is significantly less productive. The difference in production 

rates, however, is due to differences in community composition rather 

than climatic factors. All four of the communities which Jervis 

examined are dominated by such prodigious producers as lx.7.(iyiicL 

aqu,(VELCG t̂ Tijpka spp. and CdJidX 6&lA,cX.Clf which are notably less common 

in Sweet Hall Marsh. When these three dominants are excluded from

Jervisfs data, the highest productivities are 255.15 g/m^/yr

(Echx.noc.hZo a) , 239.60 g/m2/yr (S p a ’iganliim) and 230.99 g/m2/yr 

(PeZtand/LCL) , all of which are less than the 396.72 g/ro.'/yr produced 

by V(LZ£(M\dSiCL in Sweet Hall Marsh. Another reason for the difference 

in productivity of the two marshes is the fact that in Jervis’s marsh 

there is a greater degree of evenness as far as productivity of in

dividual species is concerned, with many species producing over 20 

g/m^/vr. This is not the case in Sweet Hall Marsh, where only five 

species produced over 20 g./m2/yr, and these being dominated by VzVtandACl, 

The only other figures available for the major producers 

of Sweet. Hall Marsh are those of Wass and Wright (1969) for L<L&vt>.i.a.

OAyzoldOsS. Their clippings, however, originated from a pure stand
2and gave a standing crop biomass of 1.545 g/m , whereas even though 

le.eJT5.tcl was found to be the second highest producer in this study, the
9peak standing crop was only 57.95 g/m'1-. This lower value, however, Is 

a result of competition with other species.



In comparison with salt marshes, freshwater marshes appear 

generally more productive (Mendelssohn, 1973). Studies by Mendelssohn 

(1973) and Keefe and Boynton (1973) of Virginia salt marshes list
0 9peak living standing crops of 363 g/mz (Wachapreague) and 55S g/m 

(Ghincot.eague Bay) respectively, compared with 775.16 g/m~ for this 

study. However, under favorable conditions standing crops as high 

as 1725 g/m for tall Spa/utuia. oJLZQSinz.{ytotKL and 1545 g/m for LQ.2.fU>dcL 

OKljzcUcio.6 have been reported (Wass and Wright, 1969).

Community Structure

Dominance and Density

A dominant species in a community is one?, which largely 

controls the energy flow and strongly affects the environment of all 

other species in the community (Odum, 1971). By this definition, 

?Qj£ayidn.O„ vdJigA.yU.Cja. is considered the dominant species of Sweet Hall 

Marsh, since it contributes most to community production (see previous 

section). Although productivity can be used as an approximate indicator 

of dominance, clipping injures the plants to the extent that the 

same plot cannot be used for repeated samplings. Species coverage, 

however., can. be used repeatedly and provides a good index of dominance 

for marsh vegetation.

Coverage, density and frequency values for the 10 most common 

species are listed in Table 2. PoJUtandsia had relatively high coverage 

values until September, when it was overtaken by LooAZUa.. A major 

cfiigfse o f these, high values is the fact that the broad leaves of 

PeJLt(Uldfta easily shade more area than the narrow leaves and stems of

i.Q.QA6d.(i} this is borne out by the high density values of L(ZQJU>d.CL in
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comparison to those of PoMa/ld-Ha. PpJttcmdAci reached its maximum 

coverage in June, after which competition with other species forced 

it to decline, although it remained the dominant species until Sep

tember.

Density values, as noted from Table 2, either remained 

fairly constant or gradually increased through the season, as a result 

of germination of seeds during the later months. However, only one 

species, Ete.odhoJiAJ) qucxdAanguutata, attained a maximum density in 

September, probably because of reduced shading by broad-leaved 

plants. The general decrease in POsLtctMdJia density was largely a. 

result of sampling procedures rather than ecological factors. The 

numerous scattered individuals early in the season were probably 

aggregated into clumps, but these clumps were not readily discernible 

because of the small sizes of individual plants. As the plants grew, 

the clumps became apparent and were therefore each counted as one 

individual, thereby reducing the density values.

Frequency

Frequency is a rough indicator of distribution and can often 

give information on the general structure of a community. Thus, one 

can look at the high P2.ZtandAa frequencies in Table 2 and conclude 

that: the distribution of Po^tandA a is fairly uniform, as a non-evenly 

dispersed distribution would result in man)’- individuals being found 

in a few plots and hence a lower frequency.

The diagrams in Fig. 7 are a result of grouping the frequencie 

into 10 classes. Roughly three-fourths of the species sampled fell 

into class A (frequencies between 0 and 10%). This implies that most
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Figure / Comparison of frequency-class percentages for each 

sampling.
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species in the marsh are present in small numbers and/or are far from 

evenly distributed. The diagrams do not have the characteristic 

J-shape of the Raunkiaer normal-(Cain and Castro, 1959), since PoXxtandJia. 

is the sole occupant of class J (except in September, when it falls 

back into class I) and so overwhelms the other species that the curve 

cannot turn up at the end. As the season progressed and species 

became more widespread, their frequencies • increased, and consequently 

the sizes of the classes toward the. right end increased.

Sociability

The average indices of sociability for each species for the 

season are listed in descending order in Table 3. As clumping or 

aggregation of individuals is often dependent upon the mode of repro

duction, this aspect was noted for each species. Plants which spread 

primarily by vegetative methods, e. g. stolons or rhizomes, tend to 

produce offspring which are clustered about their parents, as opposed 

to plants which disseminate efficiently, although other environmental 

and pliytosociological factors affect the distribution patterns of 

plants. Generally the effectiveness of seed dispersal can be adequately 

reflected by the sociability index, with high values usually indicating 

predominance of vegetative reproduction.

Monthly sociability index values for the common species are 

listed in Table 4 and graphed in Fig. 8. L&d/i&'tCL, AneJJLzwxLf PoZtjgonum 

pu.ncitaM.un and pQJictcmdfLCl, which began the season with high values, 

showed more homogeneous distributions by September, when clumps had 

enlarged and integraded. However, some plants such as ItnpcuEttn^, 

E Z & O c J ic V u A and Hxb-Lt> CHS actually increased in contagion through the



AVERAGE INDEX OF SOCIABILITY FOR ALL SPECIES SAMPLED

Species
Reproduction
Usually

Reproduction
Usually

Sampled Index Vegetative Non-vegetat ive

Le.e.n.6da o n yzo d d e t 47.05 X
JlinCLU C{S{,U4U4 16.67 X
A n ed l.m a  ked.4dk 14.93 X
Vo ly g  o mum pan cdadum 8.99 X
PeZtandna vd n g d n ica 5.45 X
Tm pa.tl2.n4 ca.pe.yusd& 4.88 X,
Th.2Z 1jpte.JiL6 pahjusthAJi 4.76 X
Po mtcdcnda. condata 3.81 X
04 man do.: h.cq aLl6 3.70 X
cl.2.0 chcuil4 qu.adn.anguZa.ta. 3.64 X
Pumcx v e .n tic d ll .a tu 4 3.55 X
Kypanicum sp. 3.50 X
PksuignudzA ojjm tn.a£Jj> 3.16 X
Spcintdn a cunoH uA added 2.71 X
§ cJjvpu.4 m 2.Hd2.amx4 2.25 X
Echd.no cJiI ga. waddcnd 2.00 X
Polygonum a n d ^o tixm 1.84 X
Cojlcx 6dJtJcda 1.82 X
Typha anguH tdfcolda 1. 74 X
{Itbl.4 cii4 m06 che.at.04 1.68 X
AM0JL0.ntk.LL6 ca.nnabdnu6 1.67 X
2J.zan.ia a q u a t ic a 1.61 X
VJi iu  H add cani 1.57 X
Can.e.x hyaldyiolejp .it 1.39 X
Vccodon a c n td e d i t0J114 1.39 X
P o ly  go m m  6 agd tda tum 1.32 X
Sodn.pu6 v a id d iu 1.12 X
Ace-*. nub Hum 1.10 X
Bdde.nA co n o n a ta 0.99 X
Ro4 a. pa£.LL6.&id6 0.83 X
S a g t t ta r d a  la td .  ̂ 0 I d a 0.83 X
BochmcHj.a cijldndndcxi 0.83 X
Pandke.noci-66u4 qudnc/ucfiotda 0.83 X.
Tkaldcdnam sp. 0.83 X
Pddi.4 sp. 0.83 X
TcacnJum canaden6c 0.83 X
Gatdum sp. 0.83 X
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Figure. I. Comparison of changes in the index of sociability for 

five common marsh species.
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season, possibly because of: 1) increasing competition for light

and nutrients .in an area of a particular species’ distribution, causing 

the species to be aggregated in areas of less competition, and 2) die- 

back of PMandACL in the middle of the season, providing additional 

niches.

Diversity

The type of species importance value used in the diversity 

index calculations (Table 6) is that of Phillips (1959) and is expressed 

as the sum of the species relative frequency, relative density and 

relative dominance values listed in Table 5. Table 5 differs from 

Table 2 only in that each value in Table 5 is a per cent equal to the 

corresponding value in Table 2 divided by the total of all values for 

that month. Thus, the total of relative frequency,■density or dominance 

values for any month of all species sampled is equal to 100, and the 

maximum species importance value is 300.

In obtaining importance values for species in individual 

quadrats during one monthly sampling, the relative frequency component 

was not applicable, since frequency involves more than one quadrat. 

Therefore, the importance values for species in individual quadrats 

are smaller, the maximum being 200. Because the species importance 

value for 40 quadrats is calculated differently from the importance 

value for one quadrat, the diversity indices obtained cannot be compared 

between the two situations. For example, the diversity indices listed 

in Table 7 cannot be compared with those in Fig. 9 because relative 

frequency was taken into account in the former but not the latter.

As the importance of Pd&tcLndSiCL decreased steadily from May 

onward (Table 6), it was accompanied by a rise in the importance of
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i.d.QAA-La.f which overtook VdZX.O.yidA.Oi as early as July. High importance 

values for VdZXcLyiCiACL were attributed to high relative dominance, owing 

to the broad leaves. On the other hand, the high importance values 

for LddAA.ict were more a result of high relative density, although 

relative dominance increased significantly toward the end of the 

season and even overtook VdZXancUia in September. The only other species 

with high importance values was V o-tygonum  p u n cX c itu m , which fluctuated 

little during the season.

Diversity can be broken down into two components: species

richness and species evenness or equitability (Lloyd and' Ghelardi,

1964). Species richness is the relationship between the number of 

species and the total number of individuals, and species evenness is 

the apportionment of individuals among the species present. Values for 

these component indices are listed in Table 7, along with values for 

the diversity index. The diversity formula of Menhinick (1964) and 

the evenness index of Pielou (1966) were used as indicators of richness 

an d e v e mi ess, respectively.

Species diversity in Sweet Hall Marsh reached its maximum in 

August. A3.though diversity is largely dependent on richness, the effect 

of evenness is also substantial, since diversity increased from May 

through Ju.ly while richness decreased during the same period. Further- 

more, the richness value for May is equal to that of August, when 

diversity was highest, but the low evenness value for May caused the 

diversity of that month to be the lowest. Thus, it appears that the 

species diversity of the marsh is influenced more by relative numbers 

of individuals per species than by fluctuations in numbers of species 

present.



TABLE 7

SPECIES RICHNESS, EVENNESS AND DIVERSITY 

BASED ON THE 40 QUADRATS SAMPLED

May June July Aug

Species PvLchness 0.768 0.619 0.614 0.768
(S/./N

Species Evenness 0.615 0.631 0.693 0.676
(H/log S)

Species Diversity 0.870 0.882 0.980 1.035
(H)

S =• Number of species sampled 

N = Number of individuals sampled 

H = Index of diversity

Sep

0.661

0.697

1.008
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The major environmental factors which affect diversity in 

the marsh appear to be soil elevation (or length of submergence) and 

the presence of shrubs and trees. This is illustrated in Fig. 9, in 

which one of the four transects was chos’en to show spatial variations 

in diversity. The environmental conditions of each quadrat in the 

transect are described qualitatively at the top of the figure, with 

those plots receiving tidal inundation twice daily designated as low 

marsh and those receiving inundation less than twice daily designated 

as high marsh. Noticeable are the low diversities of the plots 

located on the creek bank and in lov; marsh areas and the relatively 

high diversities of plots in the high marsh and immature swTamp. Low 

diversity in areas of low elevation is understandable, since onl}? a 

few emergent species sampled, namely PdZXcLttdAcl and T>o\/l£.dddfvLcL, can 

withstand the. longer and more frequent periods of submergence. The 

high diversity found in the immature swamp, is probably a result of 

the. additional niches provided by shade, although shading becomes 

limiting in the mature swamp (not represented in Fig. 9), as fewer 

species of herbs are found there, and the spacing between individuals 

is greater.

Odum (1960) states that diversity is a "structural" feature 

of a community, while productivity is a "functional" one. His study 

of primary production in old-field succession refuted beliefs that 

there exists a simple correlation between productivity and diversity, 

although a rough relationship does exist (Odum, 1971, p. 150). In 

studies of marsh vegetation this conclusion is further supported, as 

vegeiationally diverse freshwater marshes are often less productive 

than monospecific salt marshes.



'igure 9. Index of diversity for quadrats of Transect 3 for each 

monthly sampling (see Fig. 2 for location of transect).
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For the one growing season during which the present study 

was conducted, diversity and productivity trends were similar. Both 

increased to a peak in August, but production dropped sharply afterward, 

while diversity decreased only slightly. The difference in rate of 

decrease relates back to the Mstructural-functional" concept just 

mentioned; i.e., the community "structure" (diversity) changed little, 

while the community "function" (productivity) fell significantly.

This imples that even though several species ceased production after 

August, they still remained as contributors to the structure and 

diversity of the community.

Margalef (1968) related construction of feedback systems 

to diversity and indicated that increased diversity means longer food 

chains, more cases of parasitism, symbiosis, etc., the final result 

being increased stability of the ecosystem or community. Applying 

this principle to marsh vegetation, higher diversity of plants means 

an increased variety of food sources for consumers and more varied 

niches for them, in addition to the general characteristics listed 

above. Thus, a diverse freshwater marsh such as Sweet Hall Marsh 

should be more stable ecologically than a salt marsh of loitf diversity 

and should be better able to adjust to changes in the environment.

Plant Associations

A dendrogram of the 10 most common species sampled in August 

(Fig. 10) shows two species associations, the members of which possess 

similarity indices of over 50%. Mendelssohn (1973) delineated similar 

associations for marshes of different salinities and explained the 

groupings on the basis of different tolerances of species to salinity.
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Figure 10. Dendrogram of the 10 most common species in August 

based on similarity indices.
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As salinity is not a factor in the plant distribution of Sweet Hall 

Marsh, other factors must be responsible for the groupings in Fig. 10.

The first association consists of PoXXancUul, L&eAAZd,

P0nZe.d2.xZcL and PoZygonum puncX atum. All of these species are notably 

tolerant of submergence, especially PeXXcu'iddici and PoviZ.e.dzhZcL, although 

the association between PeXXcmdJza. and LeoJhtiZa. is stronger. Apparently, 

the fact that PoXZahdJlCL is often common in the high marsh, as is 

L2.2XAZg.} accounts for this strong association.

The other association consists of J\npoXZo.yU> f PoZygonum 

CL/tZ&oZZum and CoJUlX AZhZoXo., all of which are commonly high marsh species. 

The stronger association between JmpcutlanA and PoZygonu.tr1 is probably 

due to the fact that early in the season both were common in the swamp 

areas, where CciAZX does not grow.

Compet.11ion and Changes in Community Composition 

As noted from the data obtained, the community structure of 

the area studied varied considerably through the course of the growing 

season. Both the productivity and community structure data support 

the conclusion that the character of the marsh is largely determined 

by Pe.ZXcuidx.CL, espeically from spring through midsummer. Even though 

ppJLtandA.CL is well-adapted to growing in the lower elevations of the 

marsh and is often the only species found there, it apparently thrives
t

equally well in all areas of both the open marsh and wooded swamp, 

although it is limited somewhat in the higher elevations by competition 

w i. th other species.

As the season progressed, reduction in coverage and standing 

crop of VzZXandJia allowed other species, namely L2.2A&Z&, to increase
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in importance, although the decrease in PoJXandA-CL was probably ac

celerated by the increasing competition. Buttery and Lambert (1965) 

encountered a similar situation in which GZycc./iLa mCLXAMCLt competing 

with Ph/iag mZZ&A CLQmmvLYlUi, formed dense swards in spring, which pro

hibited penetration by new shoots of PkfiagnU.t<ZA. However, where 

GZycZAsLCl showed reduced growth, PhAagmOtQJ> shoots could penetrate and 

thus intercept available light. Jervis (1969) recognized the control 

of the dominant Typha canopy over PoJLZandfia production, pointing out 

that production of PzZTjancUia peaked during spring, after which shading 

by Typha caused it to decline. However, in communities where the 

canopies closed more slowly, the peak production occurred during early 

summer.

Since the marsh was observed for only one growing season, 

accurate speculations concerning ecological succession cannot be made. 

On the surface it would appear that P&Z£and/ia is out-competing the 

other species, but whether it is "winning out" or whether the community 

has reached a state of equilibrium or climax is not known. Harper 

(1961) concluded that two species of plants can coexist if they are 

sensitive to a common controlling factor such as light or water at 

different times. Thus, the fact that P(>Z£andtia matures earlier in the 

season (i.e., is sensitive to light, etc.) than most of the other 

speices ensures that the subdominant species can coexist successfully, 

if their existence depended entirely upon the behavior of P&ZXandAa. ^
‘I *

Among the subdominants themselves, the same principle applies; that 

is, the proliferation or elimination of a species depends upon the 

time at which other species are utilizing one or more essential 

resources,
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Noticeable changes in community composition due to changing 

environmental conditions are gradually taking place, however. Local 

residents and hunters have noticed a steady replacement of Spa/utLnCL 

Cijno6uA,CU.dej>, a valuable source of food and shelter for wildlife, by 

the less valuable Pkfiagm'Lt&i Gltii&iaZAA. This replacement is thought 

to be a result of the rise in sea level relative to the land (Manner, 

1948; Oaks, 1965) which until the last thirty years or so had been 

balanced by marsh buildup from accumulation of estuarine and terrestrial 

sediments by the watershed (Meade, 1972; Redfield, 1972; Moore, 1974). 

The rate of rise iri sea level now seems to be greater than the sedimen

tation rate, with the result that erosion-deterring SpctiutLyiCi is being 

replaced by species which can tolerate the increased submergence 

(Wass and Wright, 1969).

Based on available data, large-scale changes in community 

composition due to man have not taken place in the marsh, but are very 

possible in the near future. At present, a nuclear power plant is 

being constructed on the North Anna River, which, together with the 

South Anna River, forms the Pamunlcey. The power plant will use river 

water for cooling steam condensers, and a cooling water reservoir is 

being constructed in conjunction with the power plant to store river 

water during periods of low flow. Such alterations in river flow-will 

undoubtedly affect the salt intrusion of the downstream reaches and 

thus affect the salinity regimes of the marshes in that area. In 

light of these possible changes and the others previously mentioned, 

further research in the downstream freshwater and brackish marshes is 

necessary in order to assess the progress and extent of changes in 

plant community composition.



SUMMARY

1. Community types in the marsh and swamp were recognized on the

basis of plant composition. All herbs were found to mature

earlier and grow larger in the swamp communities.

2. Annual net. primary production for the major producers and for the

marsh community as a whole was determined. The marsh was found to

produce approximately 755.16 g/mr/yr, which is typical for marshes

of this type in Virginia. Maximum standing crop occurred in late 

August, while the peak daily production rate occurred in early 

June,

3. VeX&andJiCL VAJigtntca was found to be the major producer, producing 

approximately 396.72 g/m^/yr, followed by Le.eJti>ta Oh.yzO'Ld.QJs t 

Pctijgcnum  p u n c ta ta m , P o n t2.de.Jtia coJidata and AnoJJLe.ma k e th a k .

4. PaZtand/ia was the dominant of the marsh in terms of coverage until 

September, when it was overtaken by L teJ lS ta , L(L2^Uta maintained 

the highest density values throughout the season.

5. Roughly three-fourths of the species sampled had frequencies of 

less than 10%, implying that most species are present in small 

numbers and/or are far from being evenly distributed. As the 

season progressed, they became more, wide-spread, and their fre

quencies generally increased.

6. Species which spread primarily by vegetative methods were found to 

have a high index of sociability due to clustering of offspring

•46
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around their parents. Sociability increased or decreased as the 

season progressed, depending on the species.

7. Species diversity reached its maximum in August. Diversity in 

the marsh appears to be influenced more by relative numbers of 

individuals per species than by fluctuations in numbers of species 

present. Diversity was highest in the high marsh and swampy areas. 

Diversity and productivity trends were roughly similar.

8. Distribution of plant species was found to be strongly influenced 

by soil elevation and the effects of the presence of shrubs and 

trees.

9. The community structure of the marsh in spring is different from 

that of early fall, with V&Z£.aJldJiOL dominating the former and 

L(X'JU>.-Lcl becoming prominent in the latter.
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APPENDIX



TABLE A1

PLANT CHECKLIST FOR SWEET HALL MARSH STUDY AREA1 

Plants Observed Within Sampling Quadrats

.Scientific Name 

Ace A Xiibsiwn L,
Ama/ianikuA ccinn.ahi.naA (L.) J. D. Sauer 
AmphZccuipa DAactcaZa (l.) Fern. 
hioJJLma. kcZAak Hassk.
SZdcnA co s o n a ta (L.) Britt.
BZdcviA isAondoAa. L.
BockmcAZa cijtZncL'iZca (L.) Sw.
Cgacx h ya lZ no lcp .iA Steud.
Ccutzx AlAZcto. Lam.
Ca'SAia £oa cZ cu la Z a Michx.
CZcrnatiA cAi.Apa L.
Ve.cod.on ocaZ Z dZZoatuA (L.) Ell.
E ckZ noch loa  iCaiZcfil (Pursh) Nash 
clzocdicvuA quacVianguZata (Michx.) R. & S. 
Galium .spa
ttZbi,A CUA mo A choutOA L.
Uupejiicjjim sp.
ImpaZZe.nA capesvUJ, Meerb.
June, a A q.^{jiiaua L.
Lc&iA-La. OAyzoidzA (L.) S w .

0Amanda AcgalZA L.
Pa'vthcnocdAAuA q u in q u c fio lZ a (L.) Planch 
EcZtand/La v iA g in ic a  (L.) Kunth.
PhjiagmZZeA GJJLA&iaZZA (Cav.) Trin. ex Steud. 
P olyg  onum ciaZ  {% oLLum L.
Polygonum p u n c ta tu m  Ell.
Polygonum Aag.l.ttcUnm L.
PopMidiinZa. e.ondcitcL L. 
pJiuA A adz conA L.
P OA a p a lu  A ZJlLa Marsh.
Pjimo: v c n t l  cZIZm Zua l.
SagdZtaAZa Ic u ti& o lia Willd.
ScZnpuA amcJu.cantu Pers.
SC'lsi.puA va.-Ci.duA- Vahl.
SpaAtZna cittcwra.&loAa. Loisel.
Spa A lin a  cynoAuJioldeA (I..) Roth 
Stn.opnoat.ylQA um bclZata (Muhl.) Britt 

var. paludigena Fern.

Common Name

Red' Maple 
Water Hemp 
Hog Peanut 
Asiatic Dayflower 
Begger Ticks 
Begger Ticks 
False Nettle 
Clear-Scale Sedge 
Bunch Sedge 
Partridge Pea 
Blue. Jasmine 
Water Willow 
Wa1ter’s Millet 
Spikerush 
Bedsirav 
Rose Mallow 
S t. John*s-wor t 
Jewelweed 
Soft Rush 
Rice Cutgrass 
Royal Fern 
Virginia Creeper 
Arrow Arum 
Reedgrass
Halber d-1eaved Tear thumb
Water Smartweed
Arrow-leaved Tearthumb
Pickerel Weed
Poison Ivy
Swamp Rose
Water Dock
Arrowhead
Three-square
Great Bulrush
Saltmarsh Cordgrass
Giant Cordgrass
Wild Bean
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TABLE A1 (continued)

S c ien t if ic Nams Common Name

Teucsi>Lum canadcnA c L.
T ka iicX nam sp. 
T ksX yp tcn d s  p a tu A tn iA  Schott 
Typka  a n g u y S tt^ o tia L.
V it lA  sp,
2 i z oj'iia aqucuti ca L.

Wood Sage 
Meadow Rue 
Marsh Fern
Narrow-leaved Cattail
Grape
Wild Rice

Other Plants Observed Outside Sampling Quadrats

Atmu> sp. Alder
As c ie .p icA  in c a n n a ta  L. Swamp Milkweed
As t e  n sp. Aster
BidcyiA eomo.Sa (Gray) Wieg. Begger Ticks
ConyiuA A to n id a L. Flowering Dogwood
Cua c u t  a sp. Dodder
CypcnuA .s tH gonuA L. Gallngale
EniantJiuA giganXcuA (Walt.) Muhl. Plume Grass
tn y n g iim  aqaa ticu jn L. Eryngo
U ipatosuxm  p cn ^o td a tu m  L. Boneset
rnaxinuA  amend cana. L. White Ash
fnaxii-vjA can.oLLyiic.na. Mill. Water Ash
H ydn.ocoiy.tc sp. Water Pennywort
2Z2.x. Zacv.i.gata (Pursh) Gray Smooth Winterberry
Tv a pvaicA  ccyiA L. Marsh-elder
J  tineas cirmarian-ids J. Gay Rush
JunA.pe.Mi4 v.Oig.ini.ana L. Red Cedar
K c A tc ic tz k y a  v iJ ig ii'iica (L.) Presl. Seashore Mallow
LCilCOth.OC  sp. Fetter Bush
LiLUim Aiipcnbum L. Turk’s-cap-lily
L obeX ia  c a n d in a tiA  L. Cardinal. Flox̂ er
i.o n ic e  ha ja p o n ic a Thunb. Japanese Honeysuckle
Mtpllc.O. CCAi{yCAa L. Wax Myrtle
Napk aJi h u t earn (L, ) S i b t h o r p & Snd-th Yellow Pond Lily
Nysna 6 y -iv c iiica L. Black Gum
OnocXca id v x A ib itiA  L. Sensitive Fern
OAmunda ctnnamomca L. Cinnamon Fem
C xypo tiA sp. Hog-fennel
Vkosiad&ndLton A cA o tinum (Raf.) M. C. Johnston Mistletoe
ToXygomm pcn.sic.anda L. Lady1s Thumb
Jch.yyickonpo'ui mojino.siachya. Tc>rr. Beak Rush
Saanunus ccnnuuA L. Lizard’s Tail
ScAJLpaS cypcAinuA (L.) Kunth. Woolgrass
S cXnjpoA iy tiL v ia tiV iS (To r r. ) Gray River Bulrush
Sm iZax n.otiind,i{so .iia L. Common Greenbrier
SrnJXax sp. Greenbrier
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TABLE A1 (continued)

Scientific Name Common Name

TG.XodUum dxAtsLckum (L.) Richard Bald Cypress
1/a.cCsiyUu.m cosiymbo&um L. Highbush Blueberry
I al&lli&ima. Nutt. Ironweed
VA,buAmm dayiXcitiim L. Southern Arrow-wood
{/■tbaA.i'ium /lecog/isitum Fern. Arrow-wood
ttx.oZ.OL sp. Violet

^Nomenclature following that of Fernald (1950) and Radford jet al 
(1968).
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TABLE A2

CLIP FREQUENCIES 

(PERCENTAGE OF PLOTS IN WHICH SPECIES OCCURRED)

Species May

VeJbtaA.dn.OL vZ stgZ i'iic .a 95
L e ex  A I  a  o t iy z  o ld o x  4 0
P o ly g o n u m  p u n e ta X u m  8
P o n X ed ex X a  c o m u X a  20
A n c X lm a  foe-c-6 a k
Polyg  o yum and. {\ o JbLum 8
JmpaXXaviA capenAdx 3
Etzocha/bLs quadnanguZaXa 3
ScX nptu  ame.A,icanuA 10
Cgjiqm A tn lcX a . 10
Polygonum 6 agdXtcutum 
HaKU> cj.u moA c.hxuXoA 
OAmundcL }l2,qgLu> 8
Ccmox h u a tln o ld p lA  8
Pfv’iagmdZex ouaX/iclLLs 5
SpanXdna. cynoAuAoxdex 5
ScsLnpm v iitid n 6 3
Typha, a n g u A td ^o lX a 3
ZXdtnA c.osiona,tcL 3
T ka lyp X qjlLa pcibuubXxi6 
Ramex. 02.hXdo.dJX.aX11& 3
K/ups haddcianA
T a u c /iu m  caviodanA c 3
V & codon  vo h Z X cX lla X u A  
VdXlA sp.
CaA <vca ^ctA cX a ila X a  
h rp h X cjojvpa bA.acXe.oXa 
Ed. do. u A ptondoAa.
C l (LmcvtbS QJtiXpCL 
S tn .o p h o A ty le x  u m b eX la X a
HijpQjXmm sp.
I - iz a n X a  a q u a X X ca  
Junc.UA 2-{\ {) LiA Li A 
S p a n t l n a  a l io h iv L ^ lo n a  
SagXtX catX a. la d X f io lX a  
G alXum sp.
EcJvino chlx) a walt& nL
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June July Aug Sep

95 98 93 85
78 83 78 73
15 68 50 60
25 30 33 30
10 18 18 30
13 18 23 28
8 23 18 18
5 8 18 18
8 10 10 5

10 10 8 8
5 8 10 13

10 8 3 8
5 5 3 5
8 8
8 5 5
3 5 5 3
5 8 3 3
3 5 3 5

3 3 5
3 3 5 3

5 3
3 3 3
3
5

3
3
3
3
3

5
3
3 8
3 5

3 
3 
3



TABLE A3

AVERAGE SPECIES HEIGHT (CM)

PER SAMPLING QUADRAT OF OCCURRENCE

Species May June July Aug Sep

Ace A stub Aim 175,00 213.33 225.00 210.00 200.00
Typha anguAXXtfoZXa 100.00 200.00 200.00 173.33 190.00
Spcuvtina  cynoA aJcoXdoA 75.00 200.00 200.00 187.00 185.00
IX zanZ a  aquaXZca 130.00 105.00 200.00
YknagmlXej> au&XnaZiA 90.00 172.50 1.66.67 176.67 163.33
$> cXnpuA v aZZduA 75.00 160.00 50.00 110.00
So/iApuA amosUcanuA 70.00 140.00 100.00 155.00 100.00
Ca/iox kyaZ X notop t6 10.00 112.00 153.33 140.00 125.00
iiibi.6 cua ino-6 chouXoA 100.00 116.67 144.00 135.00 121.00
Cancx aXn-LcXa 68.00 101.43 130.00 121.43 100.00
EZ,oo oha/Ux quadnang uZaXa 30.00 125.00 114.00 98.89 89.09
8 o ohm QJii a oyZX yidnX oa. 120.00
Rume. x v o n X i x ttta X u A 76.67 115.00 105.00 100.00 80,00
YonXodonXa oo Aetata 33.33 101.88 114.44 110.00 88.42
SZdonA coAcncLta 20.00 50.00 80.00 90.00 110.00
Vacondon vanJXcZZZaXuA 20.00 110.00 110.00
YanXhonoc a M A  uA qiu.nquq.tf oZZa 110.00
Vo ty g  o num A agZXtaXum 25.00 84.00 102.50 67.50
VZXZa sp. 100.00 100.00 100.00
R.0-601 paXuntnZA 100.00 100.00
JuncuA q.tftfiuux 100.00 100.00
Oa man da nog oZZa 100.00 72.50 74.00 90.00 80. 00
YoZX.cw.dJia vZ n g Z n ica 54.73 92.88 99.00 91.00 57.14
LoqJ iaZ o. onyzoZdon 10.00 60.74 91.29 80.97 65. 93
RhuA nadZcxuvA 80.00 85.00 90,00 80.00 80.00
ImpxtZcnA capenAxA 30.00 43.57 86.25 86.67 78,85
Uyponloum sp. 8.00 20.00 80.00
G atium sp. 80.00
Yotygonum  anXtfoZXum 30.00 48.75 71.25 73.89 75.00
T h q Z yp to n U  patu.6 XjiZ a 20.00 73.33 73.33 60.00
Vo t y g  onum pun ctcXam 5.00 26.74 43.20 72.00 67.59
A}r,aJianXkuA oannab-cnuA 70.00
Tauonlum  oanade.nAo 30.00 60.00
E olvin o okZ.o a waZXenZ 55.00
Th.atccXn.um sp. 40.00
SagXXtanXa ZaXXtfoZXa 40.00
hnxLLoma kouAcdi 15.00 27.50 30.00 37.50
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